Letters from Participants

Dear JEP Sponsor,
I wanted to thank you for enabling me to participate in the recent trip to Sofia Bulgaria.
Everything was so perfect. The food was wonderful, the excursions were fascinating and faultlessly
organised along with everything else.
The seminars were interesting and informative and I really feel that I have grown immensely and learnt
so much from both Shelly Whitehead and Yossi Ives, both of whom gave up their personal time to talk
with me and carry on answering questions I had well after their respective sessions had ended.
It's very hard as you get older to form friendships, let alone Jewish ones if you don't move in those kind
of circles, but I have met wonderful people on this trip and I feel that these friendships will last a
lifetime.
I can't thank you enough for giving me the opportunity to participate. I am so grateful.
Many thanks for all of the hard work and time and effort that went into making everything perfect.

Kind regards,
Amanda Peters
London, UK

To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to thank you for your generous support of JEP. My weekend with JEP was a
wonderful opportunity to meet like minded Jewish professionals from all over the world. Zevi
and the wonderful staff at JEP created a warm and comfortable environment for learning,
socializing, and spirituality. It was an experience I will never forget and hope to join them again
in the future!
Sincerely,
Lily Namdar
New York, USA

Dear Sara, Zevi, Hayden & the rest of the staff,
Thank you for all your incredibly hard work in putting on such a fantastic JEP event to Athens.
It was a wonderful weekend and we were able to join together with other young Jewish European
professionals for a kosher weekend in which we could to experience so many things – personal
development and relationship skills, learn about the Jewish history in Athens and Greece, make
friends with Jewish young people from all over the world, visit the key historical sites in the area
and have a great time.
I think everyone was in agreement that the care and attention put into creating such a fantastic
weekend was outstanding. It simply could not have been better! I know the sheer task of making
the event kosher was a feat in itself!
Please could you forward my thank you to the JEP sponsors? Thank you very much.
Best wishes
Belinda Marks
London, UK

